Every month I summarize the most important probate cases in Michigan. Now I publish my
summaries as a service to colleagues and friends. I hope you find these summaries useful and I
am always interested in hearing thoughts and opinions on these cases.
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TIGER REMEMBRANCES FROM JERRY STARR:
I can’t remember a time when I was not interested in baseball. My family moved to a new
neighborhood every other year. I found that the quickest way to meet new friends was to go
wherever kids were playing ball and ask to be included. At age 13, I recruited a Detroit Parks
and Recreation team from my school that lost only one game all season.
At age 14, thanks to my stepfather, I was invited to be an usher at Briggs Stadium for the
summer. It required two long bus rides to get there, but I was game, even at night. There was no
pay, only tips for showing people to their seats and wiping them clean. By the third inning, it
was safe to move to an empty seat closer to the action and enjoy the game.
The Tigers were in the midst of a losing decade, including their first last place finish in 1952. In
’54, they finished 69-86 (.441). Mediocrity would be their fate until 1961 when they won 101
games, still finishing eight games behind the Yankees.
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The highlight of 1954 was the first full year of Al Kaline. In 1953, Kaline joined the Tigers near
the end of the season, getting seven hits in 28 appearances. In 1954, he averaged .276. In 1955,
he won the American League batting championship with a .340 average, including 27 homeruns.
In 20 seasons he did enough to be selected for the Hall of Fame after retirement.
In 1954, I saw Ted Williams in a one day/night double header; he went eight for 9, including two
homeruns and two doubles. His swing was beautiful to behold. Even the one out was a line
drive. Williams was, arguably, the greatest hitter of all time. The Cleveland Indian’s player
manager, Lou Boudreau, devised what he called “the Williams’ shift” aligning all but the third
baseman and left fielder to the right of second base, conceding a bunt single.
On the other hand, Kaline was the complete player. Fast and graceful, he covered right field all
the way out toward center and he rarely made a fielding error. He had one of the finest arms in
baseball history. In 1954, while breaking in, I watched Kaline, in a throwing contest with a
visiting player. He would run up to home plate and sling the ball out toward the deepest point of
center field (440 feet). The ball would sail into space, reach a peak and then fall well beyond the
outfield fence. Nobody ran on Kaline. I still remember the crowd’s gasp when he hauled in a
long fly at the wall in right field and then threw the ball on a line to catcher Matt Batts. Needless
to say, the runner ventured out slightly before taking his coach’s advice to retreat to third. That
was Al Kaline, barely out of his teens.
Though an accomplished and well known professor of sociology and author of several respected
treatises, Starr is, to me, best known as the sports Editor of the 1959 Mumford Mercury where he
published under the title Starr Gazing. Although Jerry does not consider himself a grudge
holder, he did reiterate to me recently that Walter Dropo was once rude to him.
REVIEW OF CASE:
Reference Files:

Mutual Wills
Effect of Mutual Wills
Transfer by Survivors

Husband and wife made mutual Wills and entered into an agreement to keep their provisions in
affect after the death of the first spouse. The wife died. Husband created non probate inter vivos
transfers to granddaughter #1. Granddaughter #2 and child objected.
The Court of Appeals ruled in a Published Per Curiam, 13 page Opinion, that after the death of
one party the agreement becomes irrevocable and a beneficiary may enforce it.
The Court cites In re. VanConett Estate, 262 Mich App 660 (2004) that since property held
jointly with right of survivorship passes to a survivor at the moment of death by operation of law,
it does not pass by Will. Hence, it is not property subject to a contract to make a Will. The
parties to the contract could provide otherwise. Schondelmayer v Schondelmayer, 320 Mich 565.
The instant court notes the conflict between Schondelmayer and VanConett and limits the later to
its facts.
The instant court reviewed the law of other jurisdiction finding the law unsettled in Michigan.
Wisconsin for instance limited post mortem non testamentary transfers though the survivor left
the terms of the Will in place. The Wisconsin Court said the distinction was a “mere play on
words” stripping the flesh off the bones of the agreement. The prohibition against nontestamentary transfers was an implied limitation of the Mutual Will Agreement.
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The Michigan Court of Appeals rejects “implied limitations” on surviving spouses. An
unambiguous contract must be enforced according to its terms. (Burkhhardt v Bailey, 260 Mich
App 636 (2004).) Michigan does not recognize “implied good faith.” Thus, unless the mutual
will contract prevents the surviving spouse from making, non-testamentary transfers. He/she
may do so and it is not in breach, as long as the will remains as agreed upon as to the remaining
assets of the survivor at death.
LESSONS AND UNANSWERED QUESTIONS:
(1)

Succession planners make your contracts clear and unambiguous, evidencing intent. Do
not rely on good faith.

(2)

Scriveners were allowed to testify in the lower court, in the instant case.
Query – Is the Court of Appeals giving silent approbation to this extrinsic scrivener
testimony?

This is a good decision which closes the door to what someone “might” have meant. Different
humans can draw different “implications” leading to uncertainty which is anathematic to a
succession planner – inconsistency is the hobgoblin of dairy states.
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